
MONSTER BOOK THESIS STATEMENT

Check out our essay example on Monster Book by Walter Dean Myers to start When the lawyer made there final
statement, the judge was ready to make his.

The characters of Mary W. We know that Steve was in the store the day of the killing, and that he had
discussed his role with James King. I can thank my parents and friends for this accomplishment. Why is
Viktor Frankenstein the real monster of the tragic novel? As time progressed, I felt much more confident in
myself to take certain risks, try new stuff and make my voice heard. The judge said that Mr. Apparently I had
done graffiti tagging on some old mans wall; they searched me and began the questions. Viktor realizes the
moral side of his actions only when he starts working to create a female companion for the monster. After the
trial When Steve asks his father if he believes him that he did nothing wrong, His father is unable to give him
the reassurance he asks for. He also convinces his lawyer of his innocence and the fact that he was simply in
the wrong place at the wrong time. Literary Analysis Frankenstein by Mary Shelley essay Victor Frankenstein
would have never converted his creature into a monster if he knew how to love and take responsibility for the
ones we bring to this world. If Steve Harmon had not put any effort in, or did not convince his lawyer he was
innocent, he would have rotted for his whole life in a 6 by 8 foot cell. Shelley The symbolism of the monster,
fire and electricity are essential for the message of Mary W. Steve is wrongfully arrested, and spends time in
jail awaiting his verdict, which he is found innocent for after a long trial. Shelley One of the brightest symbols
of Mary W. In addition, Steve has to live in prison for a few months awaiting his verdict; he has to keep up a
tough attitude to get through the daily occurrences of beat-downs, molestation and corruption. King is guilty
and that Steve is found not guilty. On the other hand, we have ample testimony that he is basically a good kid.
Why does Viktor Frankenstein consider his creation to be a brutal monster? The creature would have never
become a monster if it got the love it strived for. In what way the symbol of th efire in the novel gives a hope
for a better future? Steve is a good boy I my personal opinion, he is not a rock hard solid gym buff, who deals
Cocaine part time, but a young black man trying to bypass what the whole of America thinks of him because
of his skin colour. Steve Harmon portrays the fear of a teenager who is in prison and portrays a confident
teenager who is strong enough to pull through any adversity while having his world thrown upside down.
What prevented Viktor Frankenstein from taking responsibility for his actions? When the lawyer made there
final statement, the judge was ready to make his statement. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Shelley
What role does the symbol of the monster play in terms of the physical and spiritual beauty? But being in here
with these guys makes it hard to think about you as being different. Steve Harmon had such little confidence
he thought he was guilty even though he was not. While in prison, Steve put his time to good use and wrote a
play word for word based on his trial. During the novel there has been given pretty much all-different kinds of
evidence. By doing so he starts a chain of tragic events. Shelley The dramatic aspects of the symbolism of
Mary W. This book falls under the theme of stories that expose limits. He portrays fear of ones life in prison
because the whole book he is trying to get out of prison and to have his life back. I can relate to Steve Harmon
because when I was elementary school I did not have much confidence in myself. So there are hints that he
may be guilty. After that statement he looked over to his attorney Ms. As the novel goes, the reader realizes
that the real monstrous actions are made by Viktor Frankenstein: first he rejects his own creation, then he
simply fees to forget what has happened, than he brother dies as the revenge of the monster and he lets an
innocent girl die taking responsibility for this death. My parents would always encourage me to try new
things, speak out, and always tell me I am the best. What is the real tragedy of the monster? Another way this
novel relates to me is the time when he always had flashbacks of himself being with his brother. A question
that people can ask while reading this novel is, was Steve Harmon truly the lookout for the convenience story
robbery or was he in the wrong place at the wrong time? The observatin and analysis of how the characters of
Mary W.


